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COME FLY WITH ME –
’60s DÉCOR SWINGS BACK IN FASHION

Mad Men. Pan AM. Even The Playboy Club. Stories of the 1960s have been
delighting television viewers, but is it the clash of changing mores or the chic
styles and décor that captivate? Lighting plays its role then and now. Choose a
reproduction from one of the era’s iconic design masters or a fresh interpretation
to suit today’s lifestyles.
The sky’s the limit with Holtkötter International’s Galileo
with its dimmable base and three-way switch in the shade.
Imparting a definite ’60s appeal, they measure 56¾, 31½,
and 235/8 inches high. They are lamped in the base with
two 120-volt, 40-watt G9 Halopins by OSRAM, which are
included with the purchase. One three-way Edison bulb fits
the upper socket. The glass base and shades are made in
Germany.
HOLTKÖTTER INTERNATIONAL
(800) 899-5444
customerservice@holtkoetter.com
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Inspiration for this timeless
Inertia six-light pendant is the
Sputnik fixtures of the ’60s,
now re-interpreted in crystal. It
is complemented with a Silver
Leaf finish. The fixture measures
36 inches in diameter and is
lamped with six 50-watt G9
bulbs, which are included.
CORBETT LIGHTING
(626) 336-4511
www.corbettlighting.com

With swinging ’60s style, the
Enchantment single-light mini
pendant features a die-stamped
hardback shade with random patterns
counterbalanced by an interior
cream fabric diffuser inside. Model
#68000-1 measures 10" high x
6" diameter and includes 6 feet of
cord. A companion three-light, 16"diameter drum pendant completes the
collection.
LANDMARK LIGHTING
(888) 243-4413
sales@landmarklighting.com
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Capturing the spirit of the ’60s, Kenroy’s
Kramer desk lamp (Model #31999CH)
measures 19 inches high. Its modern shape
features a small dome of frosted white glass
in the top. It comes with a metal shade and is
equipped with on/off pull-chain and a Chrome
finish.
KENROY home
customerservice@kenroyhome.com

Evoking the fun nature of the era, the Palla pendant
(Model #523-SA) combines natural white capiz shell (a
popular material of the time) with light-capturing, hand-cut
crystals for a 21st century vibe. The wrought iron frame is
further lightened with an Antique Silver finish. The fixture
measures 8½" high x 13¾" diameter. It comes with a
chain length of up to 120 inches. Swagging it is so ’60s!
The Palla collection is designed by Dorian Webb,
whose jewelry has adorned some of the world’s most
famous women, including First Lady Michelle Obama,
Oprah Winfrey, and Jennifer Aniston.
CRYSTORAMA LIGHTING GROUP
info@crystorama.com

As part of Rejuvenation’s Mid-Century
line, the Hourglass Collection’s Galaxy
10-light chandelier (Model #A6476) is
an iconic look for the era based on the
1959 Stockholm series manufactured by
EJS Lighting. This style of fixture enjoyed
wide use in hotels and office buildings.
Like the originals, this piece is handcrafted
in all aluminum with perforations in the
shades to produce a starlight effect when
lit. Measuring 43" high x 28" diameter,
it comes with a three-way switch for up,
down, or up-and-down illumination. It is
available with two to five lights.
REJUVENATION
(888) 401-1900
www.rejuvenation.com

Nothing says good times like Confetti. The five-light
pendant in Aged Bronze with an amber diffuser is
a welcome addition to any hip room. Measuring 8"
high x 24" diameter, Model #31068/5 produces
the effect of three-dimensional texture via thousands
of individual etchings on its exterior.
ELK LIGHTING
(800) 613-3261
www.elklighting.com
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Contemporary with the
straightforward flair of ’60s mod
style, the Chelsea Wall Sconce
(Model #8802) measures 14¼"
high x
11½"
wide and
is lamped
with two
60-watt
bulbs. The
fixture is
available
in two
finishes
– Old
Bronze
and Polished Nickel.
HUDSON VALLEY
LIGHTING
(845) 561-0300
www.hudsonvalley
lighting.com
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The era of the space race and the
belief science could solve
everything is captured in
the Solaris chandelier.
Drawn from midcentury modern
design, Model
#9228-0 gets
on board
with sphereshaped
modern lines,
an Olde Silver
finish, and a
dramatic 35"diameter.
CRYSTORAMA
LIGHTING GROUP
info@crystorama.com

Hot off the presses: The swanky Bulletin table lamp (Model #32092BS)
would look stylish on a Mad Men desk or in today’s Millennial home
office. It measures 30 inches high and comes with a natural cork drum
shade and on/off pull-chain switch. The flared trumpet base sports a
Brushed Steel finish.
KENROY HOME
customerservice@kenroyhome.com

Artek is bringing back original designs from the
late ’50s. The U336 pendant was created by
Jorn Utzon, who worked in Finnish designer
Alvar Aalto’s studio. The
neutral white finish and
shell-like structure echo
Utzon’s more famous work
– the Sydney Opera House.
U336 was created for the Villa
Mairea in Finland but was never
put into general production, until
now. It’s available in Brass,
Chrome, and White.
ARTEK USA
(212) 219-0589
info@artekfurniture.us

An icon of the ’60s, George
Kovacs brought modern lighting
to many through his store in
Manhattan and later his studio.
Encouraging a cadre of leading
designers such as Robert
Sonneman, his creations and
spirit of contemporary style live
on through the Minka Group’s
George Kovacs® division. Grid™
captures the celebration of
modern materials and treatments,
with its perforated steel and white inner
diffuser. The Brushed Nickel enhances
the material, which is used on the table
lamp, plus companion floor version as
well as a sconce and pendant.
MINKA GROUP
(951) 735-9220
sales@minkagroup.net

laura lee designs, inc.

Manufacturers of Exquisite Interior, Exterior and Custom Lighting

www.lauraleedesign.com
Designer Showroom & Corporate Office: 527 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA, 91502 tel. 818-842-5300 fax 818-842-5730
Commerce & Design Bldg. Suite 5 H High Point, N. C. tel. 336-885-5340
info@lauraleedesign.com
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